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ABSTRACT
Shadows are an important factor in the perception of object position
and shape. In this study, we investigated the effect of shadows
on the perception of the shape of a mid-air image by projecting
shadows of different shapes onto a mid-air image that is displayed
in real space. Specifically, participants viewed one oval cylinder
with a shadow and one oval cylinder without a shadow individually
and were forced to choose which had the greater thickness in the
depth direction. As a result, we found that different shadow shapes
changed the perception of the thickness of the mid-air image.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shadows impact how we perceive the position and shape of objects.
Many studies have studied the effects of shadows on perception.
Several studies have shown that shadows have an effect on the
perception of the position, shape and reality of real objects[Kawabe
2019] [Kim et al. 2014].

Based on these findings, we contribute a hypothesis toward
solving the problem of “difficulty in perceiving thickness”—which
is a weakness of mid-air images—by projecting shadows on mid-
air images in real space. In this study, we investigate the effect of
projecting different shadow shapes onto a mid-air image on the
perception of the mid-air image’s shape.

2 METHOD
2.1 System Design
In this system, a projector projects a shadow onto the 3D mid-air
image, formed by the light from the 3D display. Figure 1 shows the
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Figure 1: Left:Mid-air imagewith shadow. Right:Mid-air im-
age without shadow.

optical design of the experimental system. The system consists of
a 3D display, micro-mirror array plates (MMAPs), and a projector.
The light emitted from the display is retroreflected through the
MMAPs to form a mid-air image. The MMAPs is placed at 45◦ and
the 3D display at 15◦.

2.2 Procedure
This experiment was conducted based on the constant method. The
standard stimulus is a cylinder with a horizontal diameter of 4 cm, a
depth of 4 cm, and a height of 4 cm, combined with a shadow with a
horizontal diameter of 4 cm and a depth of r cm, and the comparison
stimulus is an oval cylinder with a horizontal diameter of 4 cm,
a depth of r′ cm, and a height of 4 cm. The participants viewed
the standard stimulus and the comparison stimulus individually
and were forced to choose which had the greater thickness in the
depth direction. The values of r and r′ were set as follows. Note
that the position of the center of the oval cylinder was the same for
all values of r′.
r = {2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0} [cm]
r′ = {2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5} [cm]

This was one trial, and a total of 35 trials were conducted in
which each of the five standard stimuli was multiplied by seven
comparison stimuli. Both the order of presentation of these trials
and the order of presentation of the standard and comparison stim-
uli in each trial were random. The experiment time per person was
about 10 minutes. Eleven participants (21 – 27 years old) partici-
pated in the experiment, and all tested positive for proper stereopsis
function in the stereo test prior to participating.

3 RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the percentage of respondents who answered that
“the mid-air image without shadow was thicker in the depth di-
rection than the mid-air image with shadow” for each standard
stimulus trial and the results of S-curve fitting using the cumulative
normal distribution function. We defined the point of subjective
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Figure 2: System Design. When the light incident on the
MMAPs from the light source is reflected, themid-air image
is formed as a real image at the plane symmetry position. A
shadow is projected directly below the formed mid-air im-
age.

equality (PSE) as the thickness of the mid-air image without shadow
when the percentage of participants who answered “the mid-air
image without shadow is thicker” was 50% in the experiment at
each shadow length. This means that at the PSE, the mid-air image
with a depth of 4 cm projected a shadow of r cm and the mid-air
image with out shadowwere evaluated to be equal in thickness. The
results of PSE for each shadow length r are summarized in table
1. This result shows that the perceived thickness of the mid-air
image in the depth direction changes depending on the length of
the shadow in the depth direction.

4 DISCUSSION
In the shadow length range of 4.0 cm to 6.0 cm, the perceived
thickness of the mid-air image did not change as much as in other
ranges. From this result, we concluded that when the length of the
shadow exceeds a certain length, the correspondence between the
shadow and the object is lost. In addition, participants felt that “this
shadow is not cast by this object,” and the effect of the shadow on
shape perception was weakened.

This experiment focused on the effect of the shadow shape on
the perception of the thickness of the mid-air image, but the direc-
tion setting and shadow position also needs to be considered. The
direction and position of the shadow projected on the mid-air image
in this experiment may not match the direction and position of
the shadow of the object in the real world due to differences in the
direction and position of the virtual light source. By taking these
factors into account when creating shadows, projected shadows
may change perception of the mid-air image’s shape.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this study, we found that the perception of the mid-air image’s
thickness in the depth direction changes by projecting shadows of
different shapes onto the mid-air image. From a result of calculating
the value of PSE, we also identified that the apparent thickness of
the mid-air image becomes difficult to change when the length of

Figure 3: Results of plotting the cumulative normal distri-
bution function. Each point represents the proportion of an-
swering “the mid-air image without shadow is thicker than
the mid-air image with shadow” when using the data of the
participants in the experiment.

Table 1: Value of PSE for each shadow length

Shadow Length (cm) PSE (cm)

2.0 3.67
3.0 4.21
4.0 4.40
5.0 4.61
6.0 4.64

the shadow exceeds a certain length. In the future, to more closely
examine how the shadows add a sense of depth to the mid-air image,
we will conduct experiments with additional conditions of the
direction and position of the shadows and object shape conditions,
other than those used in this experiment. We are also planning
to create a 3D mid-air image that exceed the depth range that 3D
displays can represent by using the knowledge obtained from this
study.
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